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Abstract 

The flow field of a ramp cavity based scramjet combustor with kerosene fuel is explored 
numerically using commercial CFD software. Three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations are 
solved alongwith K - E turbulence model and fast rate chemical kinetics. Liquid kerosene is 
considered as disperse phase fluid and is modeled through Lagrangian tracking method. 
Simulation captures all essential features of the flow field. Good agreement between compu
tational and experimental values forms the basis of further analysis. The flow phenomena in 
the combustor are presented through the distribution of important thermochemical parameters 
at different cross sections. Normal shock is seen to occur in the combustor and significant 
upstream interaction was observed due to heat release. The computed combustion efficiency 
is near' unity as the fuel equivalence ratio is small. 

Introduction 

The success of an efficient design of hypersonic air
breathing cruise vehitle largely depends on proper choice 
of propulsion system~ This type of ve~icle,' according to 
Current proposal, will use Scrnmjet pfopulsion system. 

. . I 
Both hydrogen and hydrocarbon fuels are considered de-
pending on the application and speed range. Alt.hough, 
hydrogen is having a lot of attractive f~atures in terms of 
specific impulses, ignition characteristics etc., energy den
sity and handling issues render liqu:d hydrocarbon as very 
good candidate in lower hypersonic flight regimes in a 
volume limited applications. In a recent comprehensive 
review on Scramjet technologies, Curran [1] has identified ~ 
two emerging Scramjet applicatio~s namely (1) hydrogen 
fueled engine to access space and (2) hydrocarbon-fueled 
engines for air-launched missiles. 

All the issues related to the hypersonic inlet, isolators, 
liquid fuels, wall fuel injection, axial fuel injection, com
bustor, and nozzle of the liquid fuel Scramjet have been 
reviewed extensively by Waltrup [2]. Considerable efforts 
have been focused on different injection schemes .for 
different geometrical configurations and flow conditions 
in the past two decades. Selected methods that have been 
used to enhance the mixing process in the Scramjet en
gines are summarized and reported;n ReO. Issues related 
to liquid hydrocarbon fuel injecti0:1 in supersonic cross
flow and effective flameholding mechanisms continued to 

be active research topics [4-8]. The cavity based integrated 
configuration, including fuel injector and flameholder, has 
been shown to possess a great potential to achieve active 
flame stabilization in supersonic combustor. Liquid fuel 
can be injected at the floor of the cavity or upstream. With 
a cavity, a high temperature, low speed recirculation zone 
can be established to serve as a pilot flame, which in tum 
can reduce the bulk ignition delay time and sustain a stable 
combustion. Experiments [7, 9-10] have shown that the 
use of a cavity after the ramp-injector significantly im
proves the hydrocarbon combustion efficiency in a super
sonic flow. The schematic of the flow field in the 
ramp-cavity combustor is shown in Fig. I. 

The ramp injectors are very helpful to produce both 
axial and contra rotating vortices. The axial vortices pos
sesses a better far field characteristic while the contra 
rotating vortices created at the base of the ramp can help 
in flame stabilization. The increase in pressure and tem
perature due to compression due to ramp surface create 
favorable condition for ignition. Furthermore, wall injec
tion can greatly simplify the design of the combustor and 
cooling system as compared to the.jp-stream devices. 

The physical mechanism of the effects of cavity-based 
flameholder on supersonic combustion is quiet complex 
and not properly understood. The existing definition of 
characteristics of open and closed cavities is based on 
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Fig. J Schematic of flow field in ramp-cavity combustor 

• nonreacting flows and subject to revision for the reacting 
flow situation. ~fforts are continuing [II] to understand 
the stable and unstable characteristics of the cavity flow 
with an emphasis on the phenomena of flow-induced 
cavity resonance. It is generally recognized that open 
cavities (LID <10) could be used for flameholding while 
the mixing enhancement can be achieved through the close 
cavities (LID> I 0). 

With the advent of powerful computer, robust numeri
cal algorithm, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 
techniques are routinely used for the design and analysis 
of scramjet propulsion system. To accurately model 
scram jet flow field, CFD must adequately resolve several 
complex physical processes including: three-dimensional 
shock-boundary layer interaction, turbulent mixing of 
high speed subsonic and supersonic streams and kinetics 
of hydrocarbon fuels. Although, a large volume of litera
ture exists on numerical simulation of hydrogen combus
tion in scramjet combustor, the simulation of hydrocarbon 
combustion in scram jet is comparatively small, mostly, 
because of complexity of modeling hydrocarbon fuel. 
Majority of the work on hydrocarbon combustion in 
scramjet propulsion system is limited to relatively simple 
ethylene fuel. Carson et. al [12] have numerically studied 
ethylene combustion in a backward facing stepped 
scram jet combustor using a single step chemical kinetic. 
Their parametric studies with two different step heights 
(3 .2 mm and 6.4 mm) reveals that the lower step height 
does not necessarily ensure better efficiency. Abdel
Salam et. al [13] have used Fluent Software to study the 
flow field of scramjet combustor with both hydrogen and 
ethylene fuel. Baurle and Eklund [14] have studied cavity 
based scramjet combustor with ethylene fuel using VUL
CAN [15] Navier Stokes Solver. Turbulence is modeled 
with Menter's SST [16] model while a 3 step 6 species 
reduced model is employed to describe the chemical ki
netics. Two-flight conditions corresponding to flight 
Mach No.4 and 6.5 are simulated to address the problem 
of dual mode ramjet- scramjet operation. The computed 
results are shown to be very sensitive to the modeled level 
of heat and mass transfer. Dufour and Bouchez [17] have 
numerically simulated the scramjet experiment [18] with 
kerosene fuel using a three dimensional Navier Stokes 
soh"er and single step chemical kinetics. A reasonable 

good match is obtained between the computed and experi
mentally measured wall static pressure. It proceeds from 
the results that the pressure recovery and combustion 
efficiency can be predicted confidently from the simula
tion. These computations confirmed that, for the specific 
injector design investigated, the combustion efficiency is 
limited by an imperfect mixing between fuel and air. 

In this work, three dimensiofllll viscous simulations 
have been carried out for the experimental condition of 
ramp-cavity based kerosene fueled model scramjet com
bustor test [19] in connect pipe mode facility using a 
commercial CFD Software. The computed and measured 
values of surface pressure are compared. Analysis of the 
complex flow field of kerosene fueled scramjet combustor 
is presented from the numerical simulation. 

: Methodology 

The software, used in the present study, is a three 
dimensional Navier Stokes code - CFX-TASCFlow [20] 
which is an integrated software system capable of solving 
diverse and complex multidimensional fluid flow prob
lems. The code is fully implicit, finite volume method with 
finite element based discretisation of geometry. The 
method retains much of the geometric flexibility of finite 
element methods as weB as the important conservation 
properties of the finite volume method. It utilizes numeri
cal upwind schemes to ensure global convergence of mass, 
momentum, energy and species. It implements a general 
non-orthogonal, :structured, boundary fitted grids. In the 
present study, to circumvent the initial numerical tran
sient, the descretisation of the convective terms are done 
by first order upwind difference scheme till few time steps 
and subsequently, the convective terms are discretized 
through 2nd order scheme to capture the flow features 

more accurately. The turbulence model used was K - E 

model with wall functions 

Governing Equations 
I 

The appropriate system of equations governing the 
turbulent flow of a compressible gas may be written as: 

Continuity equation: 

an a ( , .::J:.+_ pu~=O . at aX
k 

. 
k= 1,2,3 

i, k = 1,2,3 
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j, k+ 1,2,3 

Turbulent kinetic energy (K) equation: 

Rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy (E) 
equation: 

Species mass fraction (Z): 

-(pZ)+-(pu Z)=- -+--a a a ~[1l1 Ill] az] ot oX
k 

k oXk Pr , (Jc oX
k 

where, p, ui ' p, H are the densi~y, velocity components, 

pressure and total energy respectivFly and 11 = III + III is 

the total viscosity; Ill' III being the laminar and turbulent 

viscosity and Pr is the Prandtl num~er. The source teons 

Sk and S£ of the K and E eqllation a¢ defined as 

where turbulent shear stress is defined as 

Laminar viscosity (Ill) is calculated from Sutherland 

law as 

where, T is the temperature and Ilref Tref and S are known 

values. The turbulent viscosity III is calculated as 

J!-
Il=c ~ 
, I 11 E 

The coefficients involved in the calculation of III are taken 

as 

c
l1 

= 0.09, 

(JK= 1.0, 

e£2 = 1.92 

(J = 0.9 
c 

The heat flux qk is calculated as qk = - A. ~T, A. is the 
oXk 

coefficient oftheonal conductivity 

Combustion Modelling 

For combustion, the eddy dissipation combustion 
model is used for its simplicity and robust performance in 
predicting reactive flows . The eddy dissipation model is 
based on the concept that chemical reaction is fast relative 
to the transport process in the flow. When reactants mix 
at the molecular level, they instantaneously from products. 
The model assumes that the reaction rate may be 
related directly to the time required to mix reactants at 
molecular level. In turbulent flows, this mixing time 
is dictated by the eddy properties and therefore the burn
ing rate is proportional to the rate at which turbulent 
kinetic energy is dissipated i.e., reaction rate is propor
tional to E/ K, where K is the turbulent kinetic energy and 

E is its rate of dissipation. The chemistry ofthe combustion 
reaction is represented on a molar basis by: C I2H23 + 
17.7502= 12C02 + Il.5H20. The mixing rate determined 
from the Eddy Dissipation Model (EDM) is given as . 

R = - A - min Y -!!. B -.l!....-ElY Y I 
k,edm ebll p K Irk' ebll I + r k 

where p, Y/ , Yo and Yp are the density and mass fractions 

of fuel, oxidizer and products respectively, Aebu and 
Bebll are the model constants and rk is the I 
stoiChiometric mtio. I 

I 
I 

Discrete Phase Model : 

Lagrangian tracking metho~s used for discrete phase : 
model to characterize the flow behaviour of the dispersed I 
phase fluid (kerosene liquid). The prediction of flows : 
involving the dispersed phase involves the separate calcu- I 

lation of each phase with source teons generated to ac- : 
count for the interaction between the phases. The flow ofl 
the continuous phase is predicted using a discretized foon : 
of the Navier Stokes equations. With the dispersed phase I 
there is no continuum, and each particle interacts with the: 
fluid and other particles discretely. Therefore, the mostl 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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widely applied method available to detennine the behav
iour of the dispersed phase is to track several individual 
particles through the flow field. Each particle represents a 
sample of particles that follow an identical path. The 
behaviour of the tracked particles is used to describe the 
average behaviou~f the dispersed phase. Only viscous 
drag on the particles is considered in the study. Particle/ 
particle interactions and effect of turbulence in the discrete 
phase are not simulated in the analysis. 

Source Terms for Governing Equations 

For the purpose of describing the types of sources 
generated by particles, it is convenient to consider the 
differences between inert and reacting particles. Both inert 
and reacting components of particles exchange momen
tum with the fluid due to viscous drag and exchange 
energy due to particle heating. Reacting particles may also 
exchange mass with the fluid as well as exchange momen
tum and energy due to mass sources. If the sources are 
grouped according to inert components (those sources 
common to all particle types) and reacting components 
(those sources only found with reacting particles) then 
particle sources may be generalized as shown in Table 1. 
The details of the fonnulation is available in Ref. 20. 

Source Inert component Reacting component 

mass - fl6m, 
momentum 

Hm,{v, -v/)[l-ex{ -;:;'"')] 
Hlm,v, 

energy " H{-L.lm. +Q,lm.) 
H IJr,A,{T,-T,'}It 
• 

Sf = time step over which sources are applied 

N = number of particles injected per unit time 
along the path 

Smp = mass loss of a particle in time step, Sf 

he = convective heat transfer coefficient per 

unit area, Ap 

Lv Smv = energy required to vaporize volatiles of 

mass, Smv 

QeSm e = energy generated in burning char of mass, Sm e 

Tp, Tf = particle and fluid temperature 

p, J.t, d= density, viscosity, and diameter of 
particle respectively 

vf' vp = fluid and particle velocity 

Discretisation 9f Gove~ning Equations 

The CFX-TASCFlo~ solver utilizes a finite volume 
approach, in which the conservation equations in differen
tial fonn are integrated over a control volume described 
around a node, tp obtain an integral equation. The pressure 
i-ntegral tenns in the momentum i~tegral equation and the 

I 

spatial derivativ,e tenns in the integral equations are evalu-
ated using fini~e element approach. An element is de
scribed with eight neighboring nodes. The advective term 
is evaluated using upwind differencing with physical ad
vection correction. The set of discretised equations form 

a set of algebraic equations: A P= b where P is the 
solution vector. The solver uses an iterative Rrocedure to 
update an approximated xn(solution of x at n 'Jr time level) 

by solving for an approximate correction x' from the 

equation A ? = N!, where N! = l? - A it is the residual 

at nIh time level. The equation A ? = N! is solved ap
proximately using an approach called Incomplete Lower 
Upper factorization method. An algebraic multigrid 
method is implemented to reduce low frequency errors in 
the solution ofthe algebraic equations. Maximum residual 

(= cjlt l 
- f(cjltl, cjlJ» < 10--4 10-4 is taken as conver

gence criteria 

Results and Discussions 

The combustor configurations for which the present 
computations are carned out are taken from Ref. 19. The 
combustor configuration is presented in Fig. 2 (a). The 
combustor consists of three paris namely, the facility 
nozzle oflength 5.7 d (d is the throat height of the facility 
nozzle) to get a Mach 2 at combustor entry, the constant 
area section oflength 000.6 d where the ramps, cavities 
and fuel injectors are provided and the divergent section 
of length of 25 d of divergence 3.2°. Three and two 
distributed ramps of length 12.5 d are provided at a dis
tance of 5d froJil the combustor entry on the bottom and 
top walls respectively in the constant area portion of the 
combustor as shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2 (c). The ramp 

~3d'd ~ ........ ; · ·3d, ... 1 

5.7 3O.6d 25d 
Nozzle constant _1ec:IIon 1~0Iverg1ng .,... I8CIIon 

I~;Y . uri i .... : ' ~-#f.~ 
. []fI12.5d .~ "'u. '~" (c) ~ .. __ ~J 

Fig. 2 Ramp cavity scramjet combustor configuration: 
(a) Full combustor. (b) Bollom plate of constant area section. 

and (c) Top plate of constant area section 
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injectors are considered to generate both axial and contra 
rotating vortices for better mixing and subsequent reac
tions. The precompression by the ramp face and the stag
nation region near the leading edge of the ramp injectors 
are supposed to create favorable conditions for ignition. 
One cavity each of length to depth ratio of7.25 is placed 
in both top and bottom wall at the end of the ramps for 
flame holding purpose. Kerosene is injected in the com
bustor through 10 numbers of injectors of OAmm diame
ter. Five numbers oftransverse inje¢tors (03 from top wall 

, I 
and 02 from bottom wall) are plated at 4.7 d from the 
combustor entry and another fivd numbers of parallel 
injectors (02 from top wall and 03 ibottom wall) are pro
vided from the base of the ramps to the cavities (fuel 
injector locations are indieated in Fig. 1). Although bar
botaging of kero~ene fuel' with hy4rogen have been em
ployed in the experimental investigation. the simulation 
does not consider this aspect. :he computational domain 
starts from the throat of the two-dithensional facility noz
zle in order to t~e a realistic boun~ary !ayerprofile at the 
combustor entry ,and also to captur~ any, upstream interac
tion that may arise due to hea: release 'in the combustor. 
The vitiated air from the burner is! accelerated through a 
two dimensional ;convergent-diver~ent aozzle of Mach 2.0 
into the combustion chamber.'The total temperature and 

, I ' 

total pressure of the vitia~ed air i~ 0.9 MPa and 1645 K 
respectively. COlnpositioil of the v_tiaterl'air i.e .• the mass 
fraction ofN2, H20 and O2 is 0.5~97, 0.2287 and 0.2016 
respectively. The mass flow rate df vitiated air is 0.9617 
Kg/sec whereas kerosene is injected at 16.8 gm / sec at an 
equivalence ratio of 0.2 I. 

The schematic of the computational domain is pre
sented in Fig. 2. The domain starts from the throat of the 
facility nozzle. Taking the advantage of geometrical simi
larity. only one half ofthe corr.bustor is considered as the 
computational domain. A total number of 182 x 61x 23 
numbers of structured grids are used in the simulation. The 
typical grid distribution X-Y, X~ and .Y -Z planes are 
shown in Figs. 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c) respectively. The grids 
are fine near the injection holes. wall region, ramp and 
cavity zone, while relative coarser grids are provided in 
the remaining portion of the combustor. In the simulation, 
X-axis is taken along the length of the combustor while; 
Y and Z axes are along the height and width of the 
combustor respectively. I The origin is placed at throat 
center of the facility nozzle. Since the injec~on holes are 
very small in diameter, orig~nal grids are niade fine by 
doing the grid embedment adjacent to each injection point. 
Grid embedding has been maje 3!to 5 time in X. Y and Z I 

direction as per requirement As the computational do-

~ ~~~~ . . . ... --.~~-: ~:~~ :~~:==;:~:=:~~:=~;~~ 
---- - . - - . -- ---- - - __ ·0·_.-- .0. _. ___ . _._. ________ _ 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 3 Grid strllcture of the complltational domain 
(182 x61 x 23): (a) X-Yplane. (b)X-Zplane. and 

(c) Y-Z plane. 

0.8 _._0 .. __ ._. 

0.5 

o 10 20 30 40 50 110 
Along IwIerQl1 of COI1'WIIDr (ldd) 

Fig. 4 Comparison of pressure distribution at the top surface 
of the symmetry plane for two different grids 

main starts from the throat of the facility nozzle, sonic 
conditions are applied at the inflow plane. No slip and 
adiabatic wall boundary conditions are imposed at the 
wall. As the experiment was performed in the atmos
pheric condition, atmospheric pressure has been imposed 
in the out flow boundary. Symmetry condition is applied 
at the plane of symmetry. Log normalized maximum 
residue 10-4 is considered as the convergent criteria. 

The grid independence study is performed with total 
pressure and total temperature of 0.6 MPa and 1490 K, 
respectively with other conditions as mentioned above. 
The axial distribution of surface pressure at the top surface 
in the symmetry plane is compared in Fig. 4 for two 
different grids namely 182 x 61 x 23 and 205 x 81 x 23. 
Values of surface pressure ch.ge a little with the change 
of grid, thus proving the grid independence of the results. 

The qualitative features of the flow field in the com
bustor are presented through the description of the impor
tant thermo-chemical parameters in the symmetry plane 
and in various cross sectional planes in the combustor. 
Mach number distribution for the reacting and non-react
ing cases in the plane of symmetry is compared in Fig. 5. 
The flow structure is different between the two cases. 
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Fig. 9 Liquid kerosene trajectory in the combustor 
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Fig. J J Comparison of axial variation of mass averaged 
Mach number for the non-reacting and reacting cases 
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Fig. J 2 Axial variation of normalized total pressure and 
Combustion efficiency 
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From the axial distribution of the combustion effi
ciency (T), it is clear that the fuel injected with equivalence 
ratio 0.105 from the transverse injectors at (xld = 10) is. 
consumed within xld = 17 and the rest of the fuel from the 
parallel injector at (xld = 23) is oxidized within xld = 36. 
Total pressure ratio is seen to decrease with the axial 
distance signifying the losses through shocks, mixing and 
combustion. 

Conclusions 

Numerical simulations are presented in a model ramp 
cavity combustor using a commercial CFD Software, 
CFX-TASCflow. Three dimensional Navier Stokes equa
tions are solved along with K - € turbulence model and fast 
rate chemical kinetics. The computations are carried out 
from throat of the facility nozzle to capture the upstream 
interaction. The simulations capture all the essential fea
tures of the flow field. The computed surface pressure 
matches well with the experimental value. The normal 
shock is seen to occur at xld =4 due to high blockage in 
the combustor. For reacting case, the heat release due to 
reaction pushed the terminal shock in the upstream posi
tions. The combustion efficiency is near unity as the fuel 
equivalence ratio is small. 
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